Resources for Early Career Faculty

- **My Writing Productivity Pipeline**, The Chronicle of Higher Education
- **Career Maps Template**, K-State Advance Program
- **10 Tips for Successful Grant-Writing** The Chronicle of Higher Education
- **NSF’s merit review process determines which research has the greatest potential**, NSF, YouTube
- **Survival manual for new faculty: Seasoned faculty members around the country offer tips for new professors**, UA/AU (University Affairs/Afaires Universitaires (Canada))
- **The California State University – Faculty Life: Scholarly Research**
- **The Awesomest 7-Year Postdoc or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Tenure-Track Faculty Life**, Scientific American
- **The Demand for Diversity**, The Chronicle of Higher Education
- **Lessons in Time Management**, The Chronicle of Higher Education
- **Tomorrow’s Professor Postings**, Stanford University
- **Teaching Resources**, The Teaching and Learning Collaborative, Wake Forest University
- **Tips for Grantseekers**, KnightBlog (good general tips to follow when applying for grants)
- **Teaching Resources**, The Teaching and Learning Collaborative, Wake Forest University

Related Resources for Senior Faculty / Administrators:

- **What to Say to New Faculty Members**, UNC Center for Faculty Excellence
- **The Top Ten Things New Faculty Would Like to Hear from Colleagues**, Stanford, Tomorrow’s Professor Postings
- **Helping New Faculty Get Off to a Good Start**, Rebecca Brent & Richard M. Felder, North Carolina State University
- **How to be an Effective Faculty Mentor**, UNC Center for Faculty Excellence